The eMENTOR program provides an opportunity for Del Lago scholars to learn about a specific industry and career.

What is an eMENTOR?
An industry professional connecting via email with Del Lago scholars for the purpose of learning about your career.

What is an eMENTOR’s role?
- To share an insider perspective on your industry
- To provide factual information about your career and experience
- To help the scholar develop an understanding of the qualities and skills required for your career
- To help scholars understand the education and training required to pursue a career in your field
- To deepen a scholar’s comfort level and ability to ask industry professionals critical questions
- To inspire scholars to do further independent research about your career

What is the format?
- Scholar led informational email interview
- A total of three to four email exchanges
- A time commitment of less than 30 minutes per week
- October 8th through October 26th

TO SIGN-UP AS AN eMENTOR:
https://goo.gl/forms/a7vPAn3yOdLjLTF53

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Karen Parker
T: 760.291.2545
E: kparker1@euhsd.org
WHY DOES YOUR PARTICIPATION MATTER?

Del Lago scholars are challenged to explore real-world problems that extend beyond the classroom by establishing side-by-side working relationships with industry mentors. These experiences enhance classroom learning and orient scholars to the corporate culture. As a result, Del Lago scholars:

- Develop positive self-concepts
- Recognize strengths and deficiencies
- Value long-term goal setting
- Cultivate relationships and professional networks
- Gain leadership experience
- Build knowledge and skills in the field

Community and industry partners enrich the curriculum, provide scholars feedback on their work, share personal career experiences, and serve as mentors.

We are grateful to our industry partners for providing these meaningful opportunities that will have a lasting impact in Del Lago scholars’ future.

INDUSTRY SECTORS

- Graphic Arts and Design
- Health Science
- Medical Technologies
- Fashion
- Interior Design
- Video Game Design
- Biotechnology
- Engineering
- Manufacturing
- Product Development
- Transportation
- Public Services
- Information Technology
- Finance and Business
- Energy and Utilities
- Education
- Child Development
- Hospitality
- Tourism
- Recreation
- Marketing
- Agriculture
- Natural Resources
- Arts and Media
- Entertainment
- Building Trades and Construction
- And many more...

“Why does your participation matter?”

“The scholar was professional and I was impressed by her genuine interest in developing skills, learning, and growing for her future career.” - Riham Shenouda, GEAR UP

“I enjoyed getting to know my scholar through this program. As a semiretired nurse, it gave me an opportunity to share my journey in a profession I still love.” - Cynthia Lord, Registered Nurse

READY TO JOIN OUR eMENTOR TEAM?

KAREN PARKER T: (760) 291-2545 E: KPARKER1@EUHSD.ORG